Insurance Coverage for Mass Shooting Events
subject to certain limitations. For instance, insurance
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‘Active-shooter’ Insurance
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This emerging type of coverage is meant to cover

Traditional Insurance Coverage
Might Not Be Enough
While general liability insurance can provide
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ance can provide liability protection when lawsuits
arise. In addition, it can provide coverage for costs
related to crisis management, including handling media coverage and public perception, as well as other
emergency response services such as temporary
security and setting up a call center. Active-shooter
insurance also can provide coverage for on-site counseling and for the funeral expenses of the victims.
As with any other insurance product, however,
entities should be keenly aware of any exclusions that
might limit or preclude coverage. These potential
pitfalls include policy terms that seek to cap coverage
at a certain number of casualties, restrict coverage to
damage caused by specific types of weapons, and
broadly define excluded acts of terrorism.
While active-shooter coverage is a symptom of the
violence that plagues us, it is nonetheless an insurance
product that all business entities should consider to protect
themselves should tragedy strike. •
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